STUDENTS from Sunway College were among 39 graduates who obtained their scrolls from the University of Western Australia recently.

Its 11 students received their degree from university chancellor Geoffrey Alexander Kennedy.

Eight were conferred the Bachelor of Commerce. They are Gary Foo, Lai Ven-Li, Jack Lee, Lim Li Hiong, Ong Boon Guan, Png Hock Guan, Tee Ban Chuan and Yap Shiew Yieng.

Sheetal Dev Kaur was awarded the Bachelor of Economics degree while Kenneth Hee and Roy Heong graduated with Bachelor of Computer and Mathematical Sciences.

The Sunway-University of Western Australia twinning arrangement offers six undergraduate courses. They are the Bachelor of Economics, Bachelor of Economics/Law, Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Commerce/Law, Bachelor of Science (Computing) and Bachelor of Science and Mathematical Sciences.

The single degree programmes run for three years while the double degree courses last five years. — By ARUNA BALAKRISHNAN